PROBLEM SOLVER

Many Customers Have Experienced The Following:

PROBLEM:

Restoring damaged threads on fixed equipment

- Thread restoring files are difficult to use
- Thread chasing dies have a limited number of pitches available
- Difficulty in identifying proper thread pitch
- Results are inconsistent

SOLUTION:

Nes® Universal External Thread Restorers

- Easy to use – simply open the jaws and install on the threads
- Universally adjustable to any thread pitch
- Consistently restores threads on all types of externally threaded parts such as UNC, UNF, metric, left hand and right hand threads

“Let me show you how it works”

FEATURES:

- Two steel blades hardened to Rc 58
- Adjusts automatically to any thread pitch
- Works on external threads
- No thread measuring required
- No calibration required

APPLICATIONS:

- Repair nicks in threads caused by mishandling or shipping
- Remove dirt or contamination from threads
- Effectively clean corrosion from threads
- Works on studs, tapered pipe thread, brass and stainless steel